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Outreach Report
Galion Safety Council Health and Wellness Fair
2/21/19 7am-10am
Division:
Administration & Environmental were present
Participating Staff:
Andrea Barnes, RS
Trish Factor, MPH, MCHES, CHEP
Anticipated Outcome: To provide health education to participants of the Health and Safety Fair. Focus
was determined to be environmental programs (including Healthy Homes) and Car Seat Safety; this was
determined based on the staff that were able/ willing to participate.
Description of event: Members of the Galion Safety Council and their staff members were able to come
and participate by receiving information from various agencies. The GCHD was represented with a
booth and staff members were encouraged to participate.
Location:
Galion Moose Lodge, 520 S. Market St., Galion
Audience:
Members of the Galion Safety Council and their staff members
# of Community Members Impacted: TBD, however, 2 Healthy Homes buckets were distributed,
numerous fliers and emergency car seat stickers
Sponsor:
Galion Safety Council

Outcomes of event: Staff were able to speak to an provide information to numerous participants this
year; seemed to be more than in years past. The Healthy Homes buckets seemed to be a draw for folks.
We had many grandparents with questions regarding car seats and that lead to many green emergency
stickers being distributed.
In addition, staff members present were able to network with numerous agencies and work toward
future events with agencies such as BWC, Crawford Prevention Coalition, United Way, Chamber of
Commerce, Lifetouch, YMCA, and others.
Overall, we would deem this outreach a successful event.
In what ways can outreach be improved? Brochure holders that fit full sheets of paper or creating fliers
that are only half sheet size; we had to place flat or roll up in holders, fewer take them that way. Having
additional giveaways or doing a door prize could have gotten more people involved, but those that
stopped really liked the Healthy Homes buckets and the car seat stickers (green emergency stickers).
Staff should coordinate whether we are wearing department logo shirts, maybe even try to wear the
same kind for consistency. It would be nice to have a table cloth or runner with our logo on it as well as
a sign with our logo (to work towards branding). It may have been nice to have nursing represented,
even if only fliers. Consider staff rotating and doing shifts next year, this may allow for more networking
as well as staff participation in the event itself.

